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Notes by Karen Thullner 
 
Richard Esmond lead the meeting.  
 
There is a need for more assistance from clinicians. What do people think of the idea of sending a 
weekly email would get more participation? The idea would be to have them just click on a link (see 
below) to a page. This would make it easier to comment. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dtoZz8j-
JdcyofN6hA5MxUBqrvDz0CUfpZkHObxk_vA/edit 
 
Plus, two videos could be created with instructions. The videos could be bypassed if the user 
chooses.  
 
There is flexibility in the downstream conversions from millimeters to inches. 
 
Richard has created spreadsheet to keep track of the Breast Reporting Clinical Reviewers. How do 
you do a dropdown menu in google docs? The drop down would be in to ensure that various 
individuals of expertise are represented.  
 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qGCmiY-vc8WQmBI-
6GAQG0jHtn2QaFsN87vgKWvlHfM/edit#gid=0 
 
The TIGER team did not meet this week due to the holiday. The will add this along with the 
resolution of comments to the agenda for the next week.  
 
The order of some of the fields in the tree need to be reordered. Radiologists would be looking for 
certain items first. It could potentially be ordered per the customer specifications. Statuses, such as 
HER2, can be accessed thru the layout and standardized in the community. The dashboard has use 
cases that create a workflow pattern. It seems to be very similar to Red Cap, which uses form layouts 
and data acquisition layouts. Eventually, Red Cap will link to FHIR or CIMI inspired data structures. 
Red Cap falls short in the ability to produce hierarchy to standardized terminology using HL7 
Standards.  
 
FHIR Questionnaire Resource leads to FHIR Mapping Sequence. There is lots going on with SDC 
and FHIR in regards to clinical logic and the need to preserve the resource. FHIR is thinking about 
using a field form for usage. The complexity raises various questions on the correct implementation.  
 
Greg Gustafson demonstrated the PenRad Breast Abnormality detailing software.  
 
There is a need for more TIGER type teams in order to divide the tasks. In creating more teams, 
this call would turn into more of a reporting meeting. How do multiple work streams coordinate and 
hand off the work? Some will meet offline and present a solution next week.  
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